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So Why Are We Here?

By investing in planning, data collection, skills and resources, 
teams can understand their audiences and communicate 
persuasively to support change.

Your project has a measurement strategy…right? It should also 
have a strategy to communicate why you need to improve and 
how you plan to do it!



Here’s the Plan

• How can digital communications help your improvement work?

• Overview of social media– as well as the digital communications 
you might be overlooking.

– What’s right for your project?

• How to optimize content for each platform. 

• Analytics and why they should shape your content.

• Questions.





How Can Digital Communications Help? 

Plant seeds

Engage

Learn

Disseminate

Support 
from 
leadership

Inspire 
colleagues

Collaborate 
with others

Share 
learnings



We’re Better Together!

Patient & Public Engagement

Technical expertise

Clinical leadership

Project sponsorship

Communications



Rank Your Digital Communication Knowledge

Pro Advanced Beginner Just starting



Audience

• Make sure you’re reaching the right people.

• This may mean one or several groups.

• Communication goals for each of the groups may also differ.



Not Every Channel Will Work For You

What are your 
communications goals?

• Why do you need to 
communicate?;

• What do you want to 
achieve?; and 

• Support the project’s 
overall objective.





Channels: Instagram





Channels: Instagram

The right fit for your project if your 
aim is to:

• Show impact or need for change.

• Feature the stories of multiple 
people.

• Deliver short tips and tricks/answer 
quick questions.

• Testimonials.









Channels: Twitter

The right fit for your story if your aim is to:

• Tell your story with new audiences.

• Create stronger ties with others doing 
similar work. 

• Share your work/initiative on a broader 
scale.

• Increase transparency.

• Have conversations.

• Tell a story gradually in multiple parts.





Channels: Facebook



Channels: Facebook



Channels: Facebook

The right fit for your project if your aim is 
to:

• Create connections (not just you and 
others, but audience to audience as 
well).

• Increase transparency and build trust.

• Collaborate with others.

• Share documents and tell stories at full 
length.





Listen to Your Audience

• The more you know about your 
audience the better.

• Test content, analyze your wording –
see what resonates.

• Ask questions (on or offline).

• Listen in - use your analytics to find 
out what your audience is 
interested in, where they are, who 
they follow.



Messages

• What does the audience need to 
hear in order to understand, 
engage and act?

• Essential information only.

• A few clear messages will work 
better than many vague ones.

• Keep to one thought per 
message.



The Perfect Post

• Ideal length of post:

– Twitter: 71 – 100 characters.

– Facebook: 40 – 80 characters.

– Instagram: 138 – 150 characters.

• Use a URL shortner.

• Mention and tag others in 
posts.



The Perfect Post

• Use images (they matter, even 
on Twitter!).
– Make sure they’re clear, high 

quality and relevant.

– Check ideal dimensions.

• Post frequently.

• Be extra responsive after 
posting new content.

• Be consistent.



• Organize your content.

• Make you discoverable.

• Help you engage with others 
doing similar work.

• Allow you to tell longer stories 
and group them together.

• Get followed.

Hashtags Why?



• Search for interesting hashtags 
(what do similar people in your 
field use?).

• Do use them to find out what 
your audience is interested in.

• By the numbers:
– Facebook: one or two.

– Twitter: one or two .

– Instagram: five to ten.

How to Use Hashtags



How could this post be 
improved?

A) You should only use photos 
on Instagram

B) Caption is too long

C) Not an interesting visual

D) B and C



How could this post be 
improved?

A) Emoji is not appropriate

B) Too many hashtags

C) Too many characters

D) Link is too long





Channels: Newsletters

• Easy to manage. 

• Admin and data 
taken care of. 

• Visually appealing.

• Targeted. 

• Great internal and 
external focused 
tool.



Channels: Newsletters

How many things could be 
improved on this 
newsletter?

A) Between 1 - 3

B) Between 5 - 8

C) 10+



• Do: Tailor based on your audience.

• Do: Make it visually appealing (easy to 
do with so many templates).

• Don’t: Get carried away by font/design 
options.

• Do: Remember if all else fails – it’s text.

• Don’t: Send your whole website.

Channels: Newsletters





Channels: Storyboards



Channels: Storyboards



Channels: Storyboards



Channels: Storyboards

• Do: Give visual cues to stress important information.

• Don’t: Use more than three fonts in a layout.

• Do: Embrace white space.

• Don’t: Make lines too short or too long.

• Do: Convey emotion with colour and fonts. 

• Do: Use colour wisely and follow a scheme.





Some tools for videos:

• Powtoon

• VideoScribe

• Scratch

• Animoto

• YouTube

• Inshot

• iMovie

Video Tools



Graphics Tools



Graphics Tools



Photo Editing Tools



Digital Analytics



Digital Analytics



Digital Analytics



Digital Analytics



Digital Analytics



Analytics

• Make it meaningful.

• Numbers are important, but 
fill in the story.

• Don’t wait until the end!

• Don’t be too hard on yourself.



Questions?
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